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Platform white sneakers 2018

The fashion world is crazy about sneakers and the trend is just getting hotter and hotter. Sneakers are taking over the heels and become the most desired shoe style for all occasions. Other than classic sneakers, there are some refreshing new designs getting into the spot light this summer and platform sneakers are one of them. The platform sneakers
deliver an effortless cool vibe with a touch of retro edgy aesthetic. They offer a middle ground between comfort and extra height without overwhelming towering high heels. Platform sneaker trend | Gigi Hadid Gigi Hadid was stepping out in a pair of white platform sneakers and looked casual chic. The model off duty was wearing a white tee with rolled up
sleeves and a pair of blue jeans cuffed at the ankle. ‘90s supermodel style inspired high waist blue jeans and platform sneakers are perfect match. The style is so easy to pull off and offered great inspiration tips on how to wear these leg-lengthening platform sneakers. The statement making shoes enhanced the look with a playful stylish finish while being
totally comfortable. Over the past few seasons, sneakers trend has progressed from simplicity to fashion-forward. The basic sneakers are reinvented with embellishments, platforms or colorful uppers for some distinctive details to set a difference. With summer arrival, there are plenty of brand-new trendy offerings from sneaker sandals to sneaker mules.
Whether you favor funky designs or basic white sneakers, there is a pair right here to help you set on the right foot for a fabulous summer style. Chiko Caryn Multicolor Dad Sneakers Chiko Ota Flatform Dad Sneakers Chiko Miloslav Slip On Dad Sneakers Chiko Tynek Metal Trimmed Dad Sneakers Tagged as celebrity, dad sneakers, fashion, flatforms, gigi
hadid, platform sneakers, shoes, shoes 2018, sneakers, spring 2018, spring summer 2018, street style, style, summer, trend, ugly sneaker trend The past few years have taken us on something of a white-sneaker odyssey, with the boom of Stan Smiths around 2017, the rise of the ugly dad sneaker in 2018, and Common Projects becoming the ubiquitous
shoe of “creatives” somewhere along the way. These days, the dust of the white-sneaker craze seems to have settled somewhat, but they’re still our go-to for work, errands, going out, and just about any other time we leave the house. Like a white button-down shirt, a just-right pair of jeans, or a perfectly broken in black T-shirt, white sneakers are timeless. To
get some inspiration for our next pair, we reached out to sneakerheads and casual sneaker fans alike to hear about their favorites. They reported back with picks that are minimalist, sporty, and some that even look a little like a piece of sculpture. Read on for all of our cool people’s favorites (and don’t forget to brush up on our guide to cleaning sneakers if
you want to keep those whites bright and shiny). Three of the women we talked to named the classic Nike Air Force 1 as their white sneaker of choice. Michelle Silva, co-founder of the Con.cept, says she chooses what sneakers to wear based on her mood, and that her go-to is a pair of classic Air Force 1’s. “They are supremely versatile and a staple piece in
my closet,” Silva says. Personal shopper and stylist Christel Langué, who buys a pair of Air Force 1’s every year, feels similarly: “You can’t go wrong with Air Force 1’s, and as a native New Yorker, I would feel embarrassed not to own a pair,” she says. “A staple for sure.” Leigh Plessner, creative director of Catbird (and noted glittery-nail-polish collector) is a
fan of the style, too, mostly for its versatility. “When my daughter was born, I bought myself a pair of AF1s,” Plessner told us. “They looked cool and unexpected worn with my dresses and nightgowns, and were perfect for dropping her off at day care and then speed-walking to work.” Air Force 1’s come up often when we talk to celebrities about the things they
can’t live without, too. Model Delilah Belle Hamlin was the proud owner of six pairs when we talked to her about a year ago. “I get a new pair whenever they start to get dirty,” she told us. They’re so popular, in fact, that they’re verging on ubiquitous — so if you’d like to set yourself apart, consider custom AF1s. TikTok star Loren Gray says she didn’t even like
the shoe until she started designing her own. Now, “I have Rick and Morty ones, Powerpuff ones — I have at least four pairs,” she told us. When we talked to Gen-Zers about the coolest sneakers among their generation, they, too, co-signed going custom. Justina Sharp says it’s all about the made-to-order AF1s, which have “become commodified in a way
that custom Vans and Converse really haven’t.” She likes them because they’re more accessible than other sneakers beloved by “adults,” like Golden Goose, and adds that AF1 redesigns, especially ones featuring luxury logos, “feed into a very specific part of the TikTok cool-grunge-luxe aesthetic.” Nike Air Force 1 Jester XX For a new spin on the classic,
Madison Hartman, social director at sneaker and streetwear retailer Stadium Goods, says her pick is the Nike Air Force 1 Jester XX. The pair was part of the brand’s “Reimagined” collection, which was designed by a team of 14 women at Nike. The shoes are “tweaked just enough to stand out,” says Hartman, who points to the elevated heel, tag on the
outside, and the askew Nike swoosh and back-heel logo as the details that set the Jester XX apart from classic Air Force 1’s. “I would pair them with either a dark-wash jean or a pair of plaid pants,” she says. Adidas Running Ultraboost 20 One of Cassadi Currier’s favorite pairs of sneakers are Yeezys. As a hair-extension stylist who is sometimes on her feet
for 12 hours a day, she thinks they are “indescribably comfortable.” They do, however, come with a steep price tag and may even require you to turn to competitive resale markets to get your hands on a pair. These Adidas sneakers, which employ the same Boost technology that make Yeezys so comfortable, are a close second for Currier. Not only are they
cheaper and readily available, but “they’re super-comfortable, easy to put on, and they go with a lot of different things because they come in so many different colors,” she says. Author Brit Bennett says she was first introduced to Air Max 90s by her sneakerhead sister, and they’re now her favorites. “It’s a classic sneaker that comes in lots of fun colorways
and is just comfortable,” she says. They also come in a crisp white, which you can’t go wrong with. Adidas Falcon ‘Triple White’ Gen-Zer Lucy Norris told us back in August that she thinks the Adidas Falcon is “a big contender to be the next big sneaker,” because “they’re the perfect hybrid of a delicate shoe and the chunky trainer.” She just might have been
on to something. The sneaker that was once widely available is now nearly sold out on most sites, and now your best chance at finding your size is on resale websites like GOAT. Nike Zoom Gravity Sneakers Diane Abapo, director of content at authentic sneaker resale site GOAT, says she’s been wearing Nike’s Zoom Gravity sneakers “nonstop.” “They’re
extremely lightweight — like a pile of feathers — athletic-looking and have a midsole that tapers to a pointed heel,” she says. Abapo calls the tapered heel on the Gravity a “less muted” version of the eye-catching tapered heel on the A-Cold-Wall* x Air Zoom Vomero 5’s. And while Abapo’s sneaker selections usually revolve around Air Jordan 1’s and Air
Force 1’s (which make appearances further down this list), she’s been into lighter-weight running-style sneakers from Nike lately. “Another perk of opting for lighter running-style sneakers is they’re lighter to pack in a suitcase,” she says. “I’ve been traveling a lot over the last few months and know firsthand that choosing what sneakers to pack is key.” Asics
Gel-Kinsei OG Another running-sneaker pick comes from Rilka Noel, e-commerce planner at Kith, who says that the Asics Gel-Kinsei OGs are her “current and probably forever” favorites. “I love how comfortable these are, and the classic Asics formstripe gives a nod to the original 2000s silhouette,” Noel says. “They’re designed for running, but I’ve been
wearing them every day for all occasions.” She told us that she’s been into technical/performance sneakers with a retro nostalgia vibe — like that 2000s silhouette — for pairing with day-to-night looks, and wears these with ankle socks and dresses, as well as with oversize denim and a silky blouse. “They’re everything,” she says. Nike Air Huarache Run
Sneakers “I have the Nike Huarache sneakers in all-white and wear them all the time,” says Elizabeth Tamkin, the former market strategist at Man Repeller. “The sole has a bit of height, which I like because I’m on the shorter side.” Tamkin also likes that these are unisex, which allows her to “find sneaker-style inspiration from literally anybody in the world.”
She pairs the Huaraches with girlie dresses (once with a velvet Rhode Resort dress) and tracksuits alike. Reebok Women’s Club C 85 Vintage Sneakers These Reeboks were another popular shoe among the young people we polled. “Maybe I’m biased because I’m so in love with them, but I feel like it’s such an essential in everyone’s closet,” says 24-year-
old Jasmine Farinas of her Club C 85 Vintage Reeboks. They’re “super-comfortable, lightweight, and just go with everything. I wear them with all my outfits and they just make it so much cuter.” Anjali Bakhru, 16, predicted that these would take off — a trend that writer Jenna Milliner-Waddell has already bought into it. She purchased these over the summer,
before she was comfortable taking the subway and walked everywhere instead. Not only did they go with every outfit, but they remained super comfortable no matter how many miles she logged. Vans Sk8-Hi Core Classics “These sneakers have been by my side since my freshman year of high school— I haven’t grown at all, ha,” artist Camille Lanham says
of her Vans Sk8-Hi. “What I love most about them is they’ve never failed me with any outfit I’ve tried on.” Lanham also notes that no matter how dirty these get, there’s “nothing a little bleach can’t do.” And if you’re wondering what kind of bleach to try, we again direct you to our guide on how to clean sneakers, according to experts. Converse Chuck 70 Hi
“Chinatown Market - UV” “I love a white sneaker for fall because they’re decadent and defiantly alive,” says Minya Oh, a.k.a. radio personality Miss Info, who is also the style director for Stadium Goods. Speaking of lively sneakers, Oh’s pick offers a surprising take on the white-sneaker trend. “I love these stark white Chuck high tops that Converse made with
one of my favorite indie streetwear lines, Chinatown Market,” she says. “They look clinical and basic at first, but the specially treated canvas actually reacts to UV light and turns different shades of pink and purple when you go outside,” adds Oh, who notes that they’re a great conversation starter, too. Converse Chuck Taylor All Star Low Top “There’s
something inherently cool, nostalgic, and rebellious about Converse,” Jenny Walton, illustrator and fashion director for the Sartorialist told us. Walton says she started wearing black low-top Chuck Taylors in middle school: “I thought I was cool, and that they made me seem a little punk-rockish. Me and my friends would write notes on them when we were
bored in school.” She switched to white Converse in the past few years — “still low-tops; I think I’m too short to pull off high-tops” — but says that it’s not a bad idea to also pick up a pair of black Converse to help get you through the worst of New York’s weather. Converse Jack Purcell Canvas Low Top Designer and founder of the sleepwear line the Glad
Hours Dominique Porter-Wallace told us she’s been “a devoted Jack Purcell fan since I was a teen” and has the shoes in just about every color. The white sneakers are particularly versatile, she says: “A crisp white pair goes with quite literally everything.” The fact that wearing them puts her in good company doesn’t hurt. “If they’re cool enough for Steve
McQueen, they’re cool enough for me” she says. Clarks Un Maui Lace White Leather For people with wide feet, Currier thinks these are a great Converse alternative. She says her wide feet slip right into them, and they have the added benefit of being leather, “which is nice because you can just wipe them off,” she adds. “For me, doing hair color all day, if I
get something on my shoes, I’m devastated, so it’s nice to be able to do a quick wipe and not worry about it.” Golden Goose Superstar Leather Sneakers One thing Denise Richards can’t live without is a pair of Golden Goose sneakers. “Until these, I was never a sneaker person — I only wore them for working out,” she says. Now she can’t get enough of
these and is “always buying new pairs.” She likes that they go with everything: “I wear them with jeans and overalls, but they also look cute with a skirt,” Richards told us. And if you’re someone who isn’t convinced they’ll be able to keep their white sneakers clean for long, Golden Goose sneakers are known for being pre-distressed, so any extra scuffs will
blend right in. Veja V-10 Low-Top Sneakers Michelle Li, fashion and beauty editor at Teen Vogue, chose Veja Low-Tops as her favorite (they happen to be a favorite in the New York Magazine offices, as well). “I really love the Veja brand, for one — they’re transparent and ethical with their sourcing, and their shoes are affordable,” says Li. “But I love the
design too — it’s streamlined but still classic, and hits the perfect balance between chunky and modern. They’re my supernova white shoes.” Langué named the V-10s as some of her favorites, too: “They are so chic and bring out my inner French gal,” she says. (Veja is a French brand.) Artist Maggie Meiners wears Veja low-tops, as well, and told us “they’re
comfortable and go with everything” (her preferred pair are theVeja Campos.) Superga 2750 Canvas Cotu Sneakers “Unless I’m getting dolled up, I always opt for simple sneakers,” says model and photographer Louise Parker. “My favorite sneakers are white Converse High Tops and white Supergas. When I know I’m going to be walking a lot, I’ll wear my
Supergas because they have a bit more support.” Parker told us that she also likes these because they look like “cute tennis shoes.” Supergas Cotus are also a favorite of former Strategist writer and current Self magazine editor Lori Keong. Feiyue Fe Lo Classic White Sneakers “These are OG Feiyue sneakers from China — have to represent my culture!”
says Joanna Fu, the former associate editor at Hypebeast who is now the New York correspondent for Vogue Hong Kong. “They’re the most comfortable shoes I own and genuinely stay true to the original 1920s retro look and branding — white canvas upper, yellow gum outsole, and a really nice vintage red-and-blue logo.” The shoes have a cult following,
and Fu says they’re the flagship shoes for monks and martial artists. “The original versions cost around $100 HKD, or about $13, which is what you’d expect to pay for one drink in Manhattan,” she tells us. Fu prefers her white sneakers broken-in: “I really can’t stand brand-new, crisp white sneakers. To me, beaten-up white sneakers are the best because
they show some personality and stay true to the idea that sneakers are casual shoes that should be worn.” Keds Triple Kick Canvas These slightly elevated (both literally and figuratively) platform Keds are a favorite of Nina Sarhan, a Washington, D.C.–based organizer and protester who sometimes walks for hours during protests. Her favorite thing about
them is how comfortable they are. “I find that it really offers extra support and cushion especially for long walks,” Sarhan says of the platform. “Keds also have sturdy construction, so they’re great for miles on the roads back and forth through Washington, D.C.” She thinks the platform rubber sole helps absorb the shock of each step — and it helps with
inclement weather, too. “Rain doesn’t stop the protests, so I need the shoes I wear to not weigh down or get gross in the rain,” she explains. For a minimalist take on the trend (and a pair that might be confused with much more expensive Common Projects), Frye’s Ivy Sneakers are a good option. Blogger Soraya, of Soul of Soraya, says that she loves her
Frye Ivy sneakers because of their “versatility and perfect fit.” She also praises the quality leather and calls them a “classic essential” in her wardrobe. “I like that they are so comfortable and go with everything, from a good denim look and cute outerwear in winter to a full summer look, and even with a dress,” she says. “As a stylist, I am on my feet most of the
day, so wearing sneakers is usually a must for me,” says stylist and fashion consultant Lara Backmender, who identifies as “a bit of a sporty tomboy.” She rotates between a few pairs, but called out Feit as a favorite. “I love that they are a comfortable, chic-er version of a sneaker, so I feel a bit more dressed up,” Backmender says. As for the high price, she
tells us the shoes are completely handmade with beautiful leather. “Not only are they very special, but I feel special in them.” Reebok by Pyer Moss Off-White & White Modius Experiment Sneakers Jeon also told us about these Reebok by Pyer Moss sneakers, which she says are her other favorite all-white pair at the moment. “This sneaker is like sculpture,”
she says. “The design is like a complete reconceptualization of what we think of as a classic basketball sneaker, and there are little details in the most unexpected places on the shoe that make it feel really personal.” They’re a guaranteed head-turner, too. “Without fail, I get compliments every single time I wear this shoe,” Jeon says. “Yeezy is basically the
Farrow and Ball of sneakers,” says Oh. “ The Kanye x Adidas line brings nuances to the color white that you never even knew you needed. But you kinda do.” Oh sometimes opts for the sleek original Yeezy Boost 350s, but if she wants a chunky dad-style shoe, she’ll go for the Yeezy Boost 500s — and the white colorways get pretty granular, “from purist
‘Triple White,’ icy ‘Cloud White,’ vintage ‘Bone White,’ or even tahini-colored ‘Desert Rat,’” she says. “Literally, a white sneaker for every mood.“ Actually good deals, smart shopping advice, and exclusive discounts. The Strategist is designed to surface the most useful, expert recommendations for things to buy across the vast e-commerce landscape. Some
of our latest conquests include the best women’s jeans, rolling luggage, pillows for side sleepers, ultra-flattering pants, and bath towels. We update links when possible, but note that deals can expire and all prices are subject to change. Every editorial product is independently selected. If you buy something through our links, New York may earn an affiliate
commission.
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